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Guardian’s Custom Glass Solutions to showcase
advanced glass technologies at CONEXPO – CON/AGG 2014
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI – March 3, 2014 – A full range of Guardian’s advanced
transportation glass technologies will be on display in Las Vegas this week as the
CONEXPO – CON/AGG show gets underway.
The Custom Glass Solutions team worked closely with its customer, Crenlo Cab
Products, to retrofit Crenlo’s proprietary Cobalt Cab. The show cab will exhibit
decorative branding technologies like embedded LEDs and decals as well as more
functional technologies like acoustic glass, heated glass and more.
“We are excited to show off our newer glass technologies at a large show like
CONEXPO,” said Matt Eder, marketing manager for Custom Glass Solutions. “Crenlo’s
Cobalt Cab is inherently customizable, so the concept of offering custom glass packages
is a natural fit for both companies.”
The retrofitted Cobalt Cab will be on display in the International Equipment Solutions
(IES) booth, #12203 in the North Hall of the Las Vegas Convention Center. (IES is the
parent company of Crenlo Cab Products.)
“The Cobalt Cab was developed to meet the needs and desires of our customers,”
explained Ben Bernhardsen, Account Manager for Crenlo Cab Products. “Increasingly,
our customers are asking about glass and glass technology. At CONEXPO, we’ll
demonstrate with Guardian the value glass technology and application can provide. Our
show cab will demonstrate safety, sound and creature comfort applications not normally
seen in the off-road and construction industry.”
CONEXPO – CON/AGG runs from Tuesday, March 4 to Saturday, March 8 and Custom
Glass Solutions representatives will be available in the IES booth to answer glassrelated questions.
About Guardian Custom Glass Solutions:
Custom Glass Solutions is North America’s leading producer of large format, laminated
glass systems. In addition to laminated glass, the company also manufactures flat, bent,
and tempered glass systems, offering a broad range of capabilities and the most diverse
selection of products for many different transportation segments. Visit
www.customglasssolutions.com.
About Crenlo Cab Products:
Crenlo is recognized among industry professionals to be a leading manufacturer of
operator cabs and roll over protective structures (ROPS) in North America, providing
over 50 years of high quality supply to top OEM manufacturers in the agriculture,
construction, forestry, mining and specialty truck markets. Visit www.crenlo.com.
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